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1. Introduction
We propose to discuss here the equivalence between the standard free
space Green's function in axially symmetric potential theory and several
others which have been used in the past decade ([1], [2], and [3]). The
interest in these forms is due to the fact that it is possible to produce
integral equations of the Volterra type to formulate boundary-value
problems rather than equations of the Fredholm type which arise in the
classical case and this, of course, is an advantage which we cannot afford
to overlook. Incidentally, it is from these latter forms of the Green's
functions that we can derive numerous representations which have
appeared in the literature since the work of Laplace.
We recall that the partial differential equation
<P? <P? , <P?
 = 0
dx2 dy* 8z2
has the fundamental solution [(x - a)2 + (y - jS)2 + (z - y )2]"*/47r a n ( i t n e
integral, with x = rcosd, y = raind, a = tcosd', jS = tsind',
(i i) 1 d±
is independent of 6. Therefore (1.1) is actually a solution of the elliptic
partial differential equations
or
The nth harmonic of the fundamental solution is either
n
 cosnO'dd'
0 [(z-y)2 + r(
 ' 47J
cos nd cos nd" dO"
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or
sinnd'dd'
ainnd cos nd"dd"
2TTJ0 [(z-y)2 + '
Observe that, save for the factors sinnd and cosnO, (1.3) and (1.4) are the
same. I t is clear that since (1.3) and (1.4) satisfy the equation
d <p 1 dtp n 8 cp(1.5) 1 © H = 0,
we can rewri te (1.5) b y t h e subs t i tu t ion rnA(r,z) = <p{r,z) as
0M l + 2ndA d2A _
When n is a positive integer, we may characterize equation (1.6) in another
fashion. Let us examine Laplace's equation in m dimensions, that is,
(1.7) y. —— = 0,
and write the coordinates xi,i=l,...)m, in terms of 'cylindrical
coordinates' in m dimensions. That is, we put
0 ^ 61 ^ IT,
0 ^ 0t ^ 2n {i = 2,
Solutions of (1.7) which are independent of the angles 6iti= 1, . . . ,??i-2,
satisfy the equation
82<p 82<p m-2d<p _
where r2 = E^i 1 ^i2^ a n ( i t n u s when m — 2 = 2n +1 there is a corre-
spondence between the amplitude of the nth. harmonic of Laplace's
equation in three dimensions and an angularly independent solution in
m-dimensional cylindrical coordinates.
In order to display this correspondence, we recall that the spherically
symmetric form of equation (1.7) is
d*<p m-lchp_
dp2 p dp
x2 = r sin 8V.. cos 6m_2
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where p2 = EgLi^2 and this differential equation has the singular
solution p2~m. But if p2~m is a solution of equation (1.7), so is
p2-m = [^mi (^_ ^)2]i-im We shall therefore put
/>i2 = (xm ~ U2 + r2 + b2- 2rb cos 0V
where now b2 = S ^ 1 ^ 2 and the angle 6t is taken to be the angle between
the vectors f and 5 (that is, we measure 61 in the cylindrical coordinate
transformation with respect to the vector 5). Hence a fundamental
solution of equation (1.8) which is independent of the angle 6it
i = 1, ...,m — 2, is given by the integral
(1.9) f
 Pl
2
-
mdQ,
where ^ m _ i is the boundary of the unit sphere in m — 1 dimensions with
centre at (&,..., f ^ ) .
We normalize this fundamental solution in the same manner as we do
for the case when m = 3. We require that the 'flow' from the point
(£1}..., im) over a unit sphere be unity, that is,
C(2-m)f
and hence ([4]), C = T(^m— l)/(47r*m). With this normalizing factor, the
axially symmetric fundamental solution in m dimensions, m = 3,4,..., is
Binm-*01d81
J O [(*m - im)2 + r2 + b2- 2rb cos drf™-1
x ... sinm"4 d2.. .sin 0m_2 dd2.. .ddm_Jo Jo
We now replace xm by z and £m by y to conform with our previous
notation and discuss the equivalence of (1.10) and
{
 ' ' 2ir(rb)n Jo [(z - y)2 + r2 + b2 - 2rb cos 0]*
for the case when m is an odd integer, which is greater than or equal to 3,
and m — 3 = 2n. The presence of the factor rb is due to the fact that (1.11)
is required to be symmetric in r and b and is to satisfy equation (1.6) as a
function of r and z as well as (1.6) with z replaced by y and r by b. Let us
first observe that both (1.10) and (1.11) have the behaviour
11.3...(2»1) ay(1.3...(2»+l))
2n+1n\R2n+1 2n+2n\R2n+3
5388.3.29 Z
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when R -» oo, where R2 = z2 + r2. It is also possible to calculate the R-
derivative from these integrals. Now let e2 = (z — y)2 + {r — b)2, b > 0.
Then for e -> 0, the integrals in (1.10) and (1.11) have the same leading
terms -\ae/2'nb2n+1 + 0{elne). We obtain this behaviour for (1.10) by
observing that it is an abelian integral which reduces to a hypergeometric
function. For (1.11), we expand cosnd in powers of sin2|0 and note that
the constant term is an elliptic integral which possesses the above
logarithmic behaviour for e -» 0 as well as the same type of error. It is
possible to calculate the e-derivative for e ->• 0. Finally, we note that (1.10)
and (1.11) are even in r and b and indeed have vanishing r-derivatives at
r = 0.
We now claim that (1.10) and (1.11) are the same. They both behave
as O(R~2n~3) when R -»• oo, have a vanishing r derivative on r = 0, and their
difference is O(elne) when e -> 0. Then if we put (1.10) equal to
B(r,z] b,y) and (1.11) equal to C(r,z; b,y), their difference D(r,z; b,y)
obeys the integral relation (which we derive directly from the divergence
theorem)
=- r
Jo
where z = p cos 9, r = p sin 8, and the area integral is carried out over the
semi-circle 0 ^ p ^ R, 0 ^ 6 ^ TT. NOW the ^-integral is O(l/R) when
R -»• oo and the sum of the first two terms in the area integral vanishes in
view of the fact that D satisfies equation (1.6). There are no difficulties
in the neighbourhood of r = 6 and z = y. Hence we have for R -> oo, that
is, for 0 ^ p, 0 ^ 0 ^ 77,
and therefore D is a constant. However, we can show that B = C at
r = 0 and therefore D vanishes identically and hence B = C.
Let us observe that if m is a positive number which exceeds 2, (1.10) is
still a solution of equation (1.8). We may therefore speak of (1.10) as an
axially symmetric fundamental solution in the 'meridian plane (z, r) of a
fictitious space of m dimensions'. .Our present efforts, however, will be
devoted only to the cases m = 3,5,....
In § 2, we show that (1.10) can be converted to an abelian integral from
which we shall derive other useful forms, in particular, one which is
attributed to Laplace and one which was used by Carleman in the case
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when m = 3. We may remark, parenthetically, that (1.10) may also be
expressed in terms of an improper integral containing Bessel functions
of order \{m — 3), as we can infer from an integral due to Lipschitz ([5]),
but this form of the fundamental solution has led to many complications
in the past. In §3, we shall show that we can derive Volterra integral
equations for boundary-value problems of axially symmetric potential
theory with the forms of the fundamental solution which we derive,
while § 4 will be devoted to two examples.
2. The conversion of the fundamental solution
We shall now show that it is possible to convert (1.11) into two other
forms which will reveal their dependence on either of the complex
variables z + ir or y + ib. The one which depends on z + ir is the basis for
the representation of Laplace, which may be derived by replacing Legendre
functions by their integral representations in the expansion of a solution
of equation (1.6). It is difficult to derive the properties of Laplace's
representation in this manner. A representation similar to Laplace's was
derived by Poisson ([6]) for the equation (1.6) when z is replaced by iz
but the method assumes the analyticity of the solution. We shall presently
see that these representations for the fundamental solution of equations
(1.6) arise from a transformation of the abelian integral (1.10). These will
be very useful in converting some of the Fredholm integral equations of
axially-symmetric potential theory to Volterra equations.
Let us now observe that (1.10) may be written as
2™~4 p [1(1- t)fm~2 dt
where
if we put t = cos2 \8. Then we have an abelian integral which we may
convert into several different forms with a bilinear transformation. We
can map the upper or lower half of the complex £-plane into the interior
of a circle in the A-plane (with the real axis of the £-plane mapping into the
boundary of a circle). Then with the transformation
A + Bt(2.1) A = C + Dt'
we take the points (0,0), (1,0), and (Z, 0) of the £-plane into points of the
boundary of the circle in the A-plane which we take to be symmetric with
respect to the imaginary axis of the A-plane. We first introduce parameters
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a (real) and a = a1 + ior2 which we shall presently choose for simplication.
We take t{0,0) into A(-a), t{l,0) into A(a), t{Z,O) into \{o), and t{oo)
into A( - a). Then we find that
and
Z
4a<71
Upon using the transformation (2.1) in the abelian integral, we get
im-l *[(a-A)(a
Various forms may be derived from (2.2). To start, we put A = a
to obtain
1 r^/a1oc\im-1
r2 + i<x COS d)2]*™-1'
Now we notice that we can eliminate the factor a^/rb if we choose either
ax = r, a = b or ax = b, a = r and o2 = z — y. These choices lead to
[r2 + (z - y + i& cos
and
( 2
-
4 ) [62 + (z - y + ir cos 0)2]*™-1'
We note further that the r- (or 6-) derivative of (2.3) and (2.4) vanishes at
r = 0 or 6 = 0. Therefore these integrals are two forms of the Green's
function which satisfies the Neumann boundary condition on the line
r = 0 or b = 0 for equation (1.8) in the half-plane r > 0. Henceforth, we
denote (2.3) and (2.4) by G{z,r; y,b).
Associated with an axially symmetric potential function is an axially
symmetric stream function ifj(z,r), which is related to <p{z, r) by the
Beltrami-Stokes equations. That is,
(U, - * £ - » and . ~ 2 ~ g .
tft satisfies the elliptic partial differential equation
/«/.v 3V ^ m~2dllJ r, ,
2.6 TrT + TTT ^T = ° m > 2 -
Sz2 ^r2 r Sr
There are occasions when we shall be required to know the fundamental
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solution of equation (2.6). To this end, we employ a device due to
Weinstein ([1]). We put «/r = rm~xA and find that A satisfies an elliptic
partial differential equation for an axially symmetric potential function,
that is
(2#7) dz* ' 8r* ' r 8r
It follows from our remarks in § 1 that the fundamental solution of
equation (2.6) is
rm
~
X
 [v sin"1"10d0
rm-i CJI sin™-10d6
and so on.
r -l rn
~2V)02TT J o [r2 + (z - r + ib cos 0)2]*
While the fundamental solution of equation (1.8) is O(R2~m) when
R = [z2 + r2]j _^ OOj the one associated with equation (2.6) is O(rm-X/Rm)
when R -^ co. Furthermore, for m > 1, the latter vanishes on the axis
r = 0 but it still possesses the logarithmic singularity in the neighbourhood
of the point z = y,r = 6. Let us stress, in passing, that the stream function
associated with the fundamental potential function is different from the
fundamental solution associated with equation (2.6). For one thing, the
former stream function does not possess a logarithmic singularity (and is
actually 2-valued along the cut z = y, r > b). Its multivalued character
has been emphasized by Weinstein on numerous occasions.
In the case when m is an odd integer which is greater than or equal to 3,
we observe that the denominator in (2.3), for example, may have its
degree lowered by integration by parts. Suppose m = 5, then (2.3) may
be written as
%ir
 cos 0(z — y + ib cos 0) d6
2iribr2 Jo [r2 + {z - y + ib cos 0)2]*
and (2.4) may be written as
1 C" cos 6(z-y + ir cos 0)dd
2-rrirb2 Jo [b2 + (z - y + ir cos 0)2]*'
Such forms will be useful in the following sections.
3. Some integral equations in potential theory
We recall that an exterior boundary-value problem for the Laplace
equation
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with a Dirichlet boundary condition <p = 0 on dS, has the representation
(3.2) <p{x,y,z) = aQ-\-
j _ r r [d<p] d8
+
 4TT J J8S [dn'\ [(x -xy + (y- y'f + (z - z')2]* *
The symbol [d(p/dn'~\ is to be interpreted as either the discontinuity of the
normal derivative of d<p/dn on an open surface or merely dcp/dn on a closed
surface. The surface is a regular one in the sense of Kellogg ([7]). The
term aQ + a±x + a$ + azz, where the c^  are arbitrary constants, gives us
the behaviour of <p at infinity and is, of course, a solution of equation (3.1).
Such a term gives us the possibility of discussing a constant potential as
well as a uniform potential gradient at infinity, two common situations in
potential theory.
Now we specialize dS to be a surface of revolution about the a;-axis, so
that in terms of cylindrical coordinates (x,r,6), where y = rcosd,
z = rsinfl, 0 < 6 ^ 2TT, r > 0, (3.2) becomes
(3.3) <p(x, r cos 6, r sin 6) = a0 + axx + a2r cos 8 + azr sin 6
bdd'da
+-^\\ \iri + r2 + 62 - 2rb cos(0 - 6')]*'
Here y' = bcosd' and z' = 6sin0', 0 ^ 6' ^ 2TT, b > 0, and da is the
element of arc-length in a meridian plane. We observe that because of the
conditions at infinity which we have chosen, (3.3) may be written as
three single representations. That is,
1 f2*
— <p(x, r cos 6, r sin 0) dO = ao + ax
2.TT JQ
M
+ •
Upon putting
1 C2n
<p°(x, r) = •— <p{x, r cos 9, r sin 6) d6,
ZTTJQ
we obtain
1 r [d<p] C dd
(3.4) • ( ) + J » [ J ^ J
where now the outer integral is a line integral in a meridian plane along the
open or closed curve F. We assume for the present that F has a parametric
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representation which is C" in some interval. Similarly, if we put
1 r2n
<p'c(x, r) = — <p(x, r cos 0, r sin 0)cos 6 dd
IT Jo
1 f*
'8(x, r) = - 9?(a;, r cos 0, r sin 0)sin 0 d50,
and
we obtain from equation (3.3)
/ o „. ,. . 1 f . r ^ c l j f2/r cos0d0
(3.5) ^ . , ) _ s j 6 ^ j f c j
and a second with the subscript c replaced by s and a2 by a3.
We have seen in § 2 that the inner integrals in (3.4) and (3.5) may be
replaced by (2.4) with proper weight factors. For example, (3.4) becomes
either
(3.4a)
 P«(x,r) = «„ + «,* + ±. jb g ] do
or
i r F^°l r2w
°
 x
 47rJr [S»J Jo [(a —a + fc-M&cos0)2 + r2]**
Observe that the kernel has a weak singularity. (3.4a) is of some interest.
If we note that b and x' are functions of the parameter a, we can, upon
interchanging integrals, write (3.4a) as
(3 .4c) <p®{x, T) = (in + (Z-tX H—
1 fn
= ao + aix + — f(x + ircosQ)dd
2TT JO
since the integral over F is merely a function of x + ir cos 0. The integral in
(3.4c) is the Laplace representation for a solution of equation (1.2). When
(x, r) is a point on F, (3.4c) is actually an integral equation for f(x), where
thereby demonstrating that we can determine an axially symmetric potential
by a knowledge of the potential on the axis of symmetry. We shall
produce examples in which the use of both (2.3) and (2.4) will enable us to
avoid the methods which have been previously employed by Heins and
MacCamy ([2]) and Collins ([3]).
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The representation (3.5) now needs some comment. If we use (2.4), then
it becomes
/o* x >, x 1 f . J fyc l j f" sin20d0
(3.5a)
 M ^ J ^ ^ j ^
Now <p'c(x, r) may be written as rA'(x, r), where A' is a solution of equation
(1.6) for n = 1, and therefore
. . .,. . _ 1 f^P 'Pcl j fff sin20d0
S,*1T I T^ I /I'M I I I I f)(* ^^ O* , 1, tl flf fl{\ Q H 16 ^L #1 ™ I a
« * • »/ T^  I \Jiv I v O I V*^ ^ ^ * ^ T^ ^* v / \JO v J ^i iy I
If we are tempted to interchange the order of the integration, we do
indeed have a representation for a solution to equation (1.2) provided
that (z, r) is not on F. This may be written as
(3.6a) A'{x,r) = a2 + — (" fx{x + ir cos 0)sin20d0,
ZTTJQ
which is again a Laplace integral. However, because of the nature of the
kernel which forms the representation (3.6a), that is,
fAx + ir cos 0) = 62 Uft T, ;—- °
Jv \dn \[{x — x +w
we can no longer attempt to take the point (a;, r) on F since now the kernel
has no longer a weak singularity. All is not lost, however, for if we
integrate the inner integral by parts, we can lower the degree of the
singularity to obtain
d fih\ A'lr r\ — a\o.\J\jf x i {•*/) if — t*f2
1 fw
=
 a2 + T;—• fz(x + & cos 0) cos 6 dd.27mjJ
The last integral in (3.6b) is no longer a Laplace integral. We shall not
use this latter form in the examples which we shall present in the next
section but shall try to take advantage of the two complex forms we have
for the fundamental solution to produce a Volterra integral equation
directly.
The situation for the Neumann problem is not as simple. From the
Beltrami-Stokes equations, we have that (up to a weight factor) the normal
derivative of solutions of equation (1.6) on the same curve is equal to the
tangential derivative of the corresponding stream function. However, the
classical Neumann problems of potential theory demand the vanishing
of the normal derivative of <p (a solution of equation (3.1)) on 88. In the
case of the axially symmetric geometry which we discuss here, this means
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that the normal derivative of solutions of equation (3.1) is the normal
derivative of solutions of equation (1.6) which have been weighted by a
factor rn (the n corresponding to the order of the harmonic). Hence, only
in the case n = 0 can we identify solutions of (1.6) and axially symmetric
solutions of (3.1). In this case, the correspondence principle of Weinstein
([1]) may be employed, for then the vanishing of the normal derivative
of a potential function is equivalent to the vanishing of the tangential
derivative of the corresponding function. If the stream function if/ is
chosen to vanish on F, we find for the case when n = 0 that it may be
expressed as r2A', so that we can reduce this case to a Dirichlet problem.
We shall comment further on this at a later date.
4. Some examples
We now form integral equations for a specific geometry, making use of
the two representations (3.4a) and (3.6b). F is a surface of revolution
generated by a circular arc drawn symmetrically with respect to the
re-axis. We use (3.3) in two situations: (i) a0 = 1, ax = a2 = a3 = 0 and
(ii) a0 = ax = 0, a2 = a3 = 1. If the points (x',b) and (x,r) are on F, the
fundamental solution required for case (i) may be written as follows:
•f
Jo
dd i (•*+*• dt
[(x-x'
On a circular arc of radius a, we may put x — a cos a, r = a sin a, and
x' = acosjS, b = acos/J, — y ^ a,jS ^ y. Then with the substitution
t = aeiX, we may express the last integral as
J_f°
2-na)- [(cos A — cos a)(cos A — cos /?)]*'
This integral is real if /$ > a. and the question arises how we may define it
for jS < a. Instead of confronting that problem, we give a second
representation for the fundamental solution, of the same general form, and
which is real for ft < a. We recall that the fundamental solution may also
be written as
27TJ0 [(#-# +ti
l r» d0 J _ rx'+ib dt
'o A* — * T w wa uj-+ y2]* 2iri Jx'-ib {[(t-~ x)2 + y2][(t — a)2
rfi dX
)-p [(cos A — cos jS)(cos A — cos a)]*'
which is real for /? < a.
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Hence for case (i), we have for the boundary condition <pQ{x, r) = 0 on F,
the integral equation
dX
o [(cosA-cosa)(cosA-cosj8)]}
[(cos A — cos a)(cos A — cos
This, in turn, may be rewritten as
TTJQ (COSA — cosa)*JA i&n>'\ (cosA — cos/3)*
Equation (4.1a) is a Volterra integral equation and indeed it may be
converted to an Abel integral equation. We shall take advantage of this
latter fact to solve (4.1a), multiply it by sin a(cos a — cos p)*, and integrate
from 0 to p. Then
2J( 1 — cos p) + I dX I b ——7 r 2>TT = 0*
Jo J\ [yft' J (cos A — cosp)"
Upon differentiating with respect to p and simplifying, we get
Jp [dn = 0.f I y\m' I Inna « nr\o K\«
This last equation is still of the Abel type, and if we repeat the previous
step we get
+ 2 cos £y(cos2 ^p — cos2 £y)* = 0, 0 ^ p ^ y.
Hence, we may either calculate [d<p°/dn] on the bowl (for the case in which
the potential at infinity is unity) by differentiating with respect to p or
we may determine the total change on this spherical bowl by evaluating
The second example (ii) that we discuss involves the integral representa-
tion (3.5a) and we recall that the inner integral may be replaced by an
integral of the same form with {x',b) replaced by (x,r) as well as (x,r)
replaced by (x',b). Then we have for {x',b) and {x,r) on F,
(ea — cos a)(eiA — cos j8) dX
[(cos A — cos a)(cos A — cos jS)]*"Jo [(* -
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Now since the denominator of this last integral is real for jS > a, we may
write it as
a
 f a ( r / ^ w \ o\-i* s i n / * \ j \
-T9-9 {[(COS A - COS Oi)(CO8A-COS p)]*-^ r r-. r ^rrr } dX
b2r2jo (LV ' r [(cosA-cosa)(cosA-cosj8)]*j
in this case. Similarly, we may write the right-hand member of (4.2)
for j8 < a as
a Cfi(r. . . . , sin2A \
" I F I [(cos A - cos a)(cos A-cos jS)]*-^^ r - r ^u)dA.
o
2
r
2j0 \ r [(cosA-coscx)(cosA-cosj3)]*j
Following our discussion in problem (i) of this section, we find that the
vanishing of <p' on F is equivalent to the integral equation
(4.3) -!- PdA fyf|^]dj8f[(cosA-cosa)(cosA-cosj3)]*
2TTJ0 J\ ion J \
sin2 A \
dA = asm2 a.[(cos A — cos a)(cos A — cos j
The solution of this integral equation is not without interest. We make
use of the same device that was employed in problem (i). We multiply
equation (4.3) by sina/(cosa — cos/))* and integrate from 0 to p. Then
(4.3) becomes
(16a>/2/15)[5 sin3 \p - 4 sin5 £p]
= - dX\ (cosA-cos/))(cosA-cosjS)*\-^Idfi
4 Jo •'A \_07l J
1 p> [r s in2 A
"2Jo ho h ( cosA-cosM
If we differentiate this equation with respect to p we obtain
(4.4) (4aV2/3) sin f p = i (Pd\ fr(cos A - cos j8)* [ ^ 1 dp
4 J 0 J A L ^ " J
Hence (4.4) becomes an integro-differential equation if we put
(4.5) ^ r ( c o S A-cos i3)*^j^ = h(X),
that is,
£ fP
Jo
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This equation has a solution
h(X) = A cos £A - ^2 cos f A,
where A is an arbitrary constant. The arbitrary constant indicates that
the homogeneous part of equation (4.4) has a non-trivial solution and the
question now remains how to evaluate the constant A. We do not have
to go far to find a method. If we examine the integral equation (4.5)
(which is now of the same form which we encountered in problem (i)),
we find that
~ -¥-, (cos p - cos j9) dfl = 2(cos p - cos y)h{A cos £y - V2 cos fy)
+ (cos/>-cos A)*(^ 4 sin £A-3^/2 sin
Jo
or
2jo U*' r (cos p — cos y)*
+ £^2[(^ + 3V2)(i7T ~ ®i) ~ e*'2 cos<!
- 6 /^2 cos ^y(cos2 \p - cos2
where
cos
= arcsin cos \p'
But (4.6) would imply that [dcp^/dri] would have a non-integrable singularity
at jS = a and this can only be avoided by taking A cos £y — ^ 2 cos f y = 0.
Hence
ra~n or ; +3Hinp(i7r-q>1)
COS2 i p - COS2 iy)*
rvi
 =2
[dn'\ w
2 cos3 ^y sin p
(1 + cos /))(cos2 /^> — cos2_1
The use of the transformed fundamental solution (2.3) and (2.4) gives
us considerably more latitude than if use is made of the classical formula-
tion of Fredholm. For one thing, we can derive many of the integral
equations which have appeared in the past two decades and which have
often been given as an assumption, subject to verification. We are now
aware that these integral equations are transformed versions of the
Fredholm integral equations which normally arise in the formulation of
boundary-value problems of potential theory. Example (ii) of this section
shows us that we can consider the higher harmonics about the z-axis.
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Hence we can formulate Volterra integral equations which contain
information about polarization coefficients as well as some information
about virtual mass coefficients ([8]). This topic has not received much
attention in axially symmetric potential theory. Indeed the term
'axially symmetric' is often taken to mean a study of boundary-value
problems for axially symmetric geometries with axially symmetric
boundary conditions of infinity.
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